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Test bias is a hotly debated topic in society, especially as it relates to diverse groups of examinees who often score low on standardized tests. However, the phrase “test bias” has a multitude of interpretations that many people are not aware of. In this article, we explain five different meanings of “test bias” and summarize the empirical and theoretical evidence related to each interpretation. The five meanings are as follows: (a) mean group differences, (b) differential predictive validity, (c) differential item functioning, (d) differing factor structures of tests, and (e) unequal consequences of test use for various groups. We explain in this article why meanings (a) and (e) are not actual forms of test bias and that there are serious concerns about (b). In our conclusion, we discuss the benefits of standardized testing for diverse examinees and urge readers to be careful and precise in their use of the phrase “test bias.”
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“That’s a great deal to make one word mean,” Alice said in a thoughtful tone.

“When I make a word do a lot of work like that,” said Humpty Dumpty, “I always pay it extra.” (Carroll, 1871/1917, p. 100)

In the English language there are many words and phrases that receive “extra pay” from those who—like Humpty Dumpty—give them many different meanings. One phrase in particular that has received a great deal of “extra pay” is test bias, which we found to have a multitude of meanings (Reynolds & Lowe, 2009). The purpose of this article is to explore the nature of test bias from the perspective of psychometrics (i.e., the science of mental testing). We intend to technically define the phrase and expound upon five different ways that test bias is often used, discuss the nature of item content as it relates to bias, and the benefits of standardized testing for diverse examinees—especially in the realm of education. We believe that the exploration of the phrase is important because test bias is a hotly debated topic in education and psychology, but some of these debates have not been productive because of those expressing opposing sides are often using the phrase differently (e.g., the exchange between Mercer, 1979, and Clarizio, 1979).

Although an article about semantics and terminology would itself be useful, it would probably be of limited interest to the readers of Cultural Diversity and Ethnic Minority Psychology. Therefore, we also discuss in this article the benefits of standardized educational and psychological tests for diverse examinees and those who advocate for diverse populations. We hope that our discussion of test bias will empower advocates of marginalized groups and improve the quality of discourse about the use of tests in psychology and education.

What Is a Standardized Test?

Before discussing the phrase test bias, it is imperative to define the phrase standardized test. In the popular lexicon the phrase refers to a government-mandated multiple-choice test in which the examinees (usually students) are required to give their responses by filling in a bubble on an answer sheet with a No. 2 pencil. This definition is, however, limiting. The word standardized merely refers to the fact that administration, format, and scoring of a test are the same for all examinees—which is an essential requirement to producing interpretable data (Sireci, 2005). There is nothing about this standardization that dictates that tests must be multiple choice format, or that a bubble sheet must be used, or that a standardized test be required or administered by a government entity. Indeed, standardized tests have many item formats, require examinees to make a wide variety of responses, and are administered by many persons and organizations.

Standardized tests have diverse formats. Some, such as licensure exams for architects or physicians, require examinees to create a product or perform a task under a uniform set of constraints. Others—such as the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking—require examinees to produce their own responses, which are then graded through a strict scoring rubric. Indeed, because consistency of format, scoring, and administration are the only requirements for a test to be standardized, one could argue that many life tasks are standardized. Despite the broad definition of the phrase standardized test, most authors who raise concerns about test bias are doing
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so in the context of high-stakes standardized tests, such as college admissions tests, high school exit exams, intelligence tests, and employment tests.

**Definitions of Test Bias**

According to the standards set by the American Educational Research Association (AERA), the American Psychological Association (APA), and the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME), test bias... is said to arise when deficiencies in a test itself or the manner in which it is used result in different meanings for scores earned by members of different identifiable subgroups” (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999, p. 74). Although this definition is helpful, it is also quite broad and open to a variety of interpretations. In our experiences with the topic, we have found five ways that the phrase “test bias” has been interpreted in the literature:

1. Score gaps between groups which result from members of one group—on average—scoring higher than members of another group.
2. Differences in the ability of scores to predict outcomes for examinees.
3. Items functioning differently for examinees who belong to different groups.
4. Differences in the intercorrelations and groupings (i.e., factor structure) of items.
5. Consequences of test use or interpretation that create or perpetuate social inequalities between groups.

These methods of observing test bias are presented in the approximate order that these arguments first appeared in peer-reviewed journals because often later conceptualizations of “test bias” were often created to compensate for difficulties or shortcomings associated with earlier interpretations of “test bias.” We also think that the order of interpretation of these definitions is pedagogically appropriate because (except for Interpretation 5) the explanations and examples of the “test bias” become increasingly more technical and complex as one moves down the list.

In this section of the article, we will examine each of these interpretations and explain mainstream thought among psychometricians concerning each and how they relate to AERA et al.’s, 1999 broad definition. It is important for readers to realize as they read this article that the groups referred to in the list above do not have to be racial groups, although racial and ethnic groups get the most attention in conversations about test bias. Other possible groups may be gender, religious, age, economic, education, cultural, national, or any other type of group imaginable.

**Interpretation #1: Mean Score Differences**

One of the most consistent—and frustrating—findings in quantitative educational studies is the pervasive score differences among racial and ethnic groups. On many academic achievement and aptitude tests, Asian American students score higher than White students, who then in turn score higher than Hispanics and African American students. These results have been found on intelligence tests (e.g., Gottfredson, 1997; Neisser et al., 1996; Roid, 2003), academic aptitude tests (e.g., Lohman, 2005), tests for identifying gifted children (e.g., Olszewski-Kubilius & Lee, 2011) and children with special needs (e.g., Morgan, Farkas, Hillemeyer, & Mazugu, 2012), high school exit exams (e.g., Nichols, 2003), standardized academic achievement tests (e.g., Hoover et al., 2003; Forsyth et al., 2003; Lee, 2002), college admissions tests (e.g., Flowers, 2008; Posselt, Jaquette, Bielby, & Bastedo, 2012), and employment tests (O’Boyle & McDaniel, 2009). Moreover, these score gaps—especially those between African American and White examinees—are long-standing and have been observed in every generation since the beginning of modern mental testing in the United States (e.g., Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick, & Wesman, 1975; Lee, 2002; Terman, 1928; Yoakum & Yerkes, 1920).

Score gaps among racial and ethnic groups are so pervasive that their existence has been discussed at length in official APA publications (Cleary et al., 1975; Neisser et al., 1996) and has been called “...not a debatable issue” (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009, p. 512; see Rushton & Jensen, 2005, p. 236, for almost identical language).

While the existence of score gaps on tests among demographic groups is well established, the cause of such group differences is still strongly debated (Reynolds, 2000). One common explanation for score differences on academic tests among demographic groups is test bias, with critics contending that deficiencies in the test cause the score gaps and make scores incomparable across demographic groups (as per AERA et al. 1999, definition of test bias). Richert, for example, wrote,

“Measures of academic achievement that are most often used by schools [to identify gifted students], including teacher recommendations, grades, and especially standardized tests, have been amply demonstrated to have cultural biases . . .” (Richert, 2003, pp. 150–151, emphasis added).

According to Richert, not only are tests biased, but the evidence is overwhelming that bias is an inherent characteristic of standardized tests. Similarly, Salend and his colleagues stated, “Research indicates that norm-referenced standardized tests are culturally and socially biased . . .” (Salend, Garrick Duhaney, & Montgomery, 2002, p. 290, emphasis added). Beliefs about the inherently biased nature of tests are also found among other authors (e.g., Mensch & Mensch, 1991), including some that are highly respected in their fields (e.g., Ford, 2003; Gould, 1981). Such claims are common in the journalistic media, too (Cronbach, 1975; Gottfredson, 1994; Phelps, 2003; Reynolds, 2000).

Others have a much more sinister view of standardized testing. Moss described her experience teaching at a high school where, “Most of my students were poor and African American . . .” (p. 217). She stated,

By the end of 13 years of experience, I became convinced that it did not matter how successful students of color became, the test would be revised to insure we start over in the cyclical process of teaching students how to demonstrate their ability to take culturally biased standardized tests. (Moss, 2008, p. 217)

For Moss, standardized tests are not just biased as some accident of their creation. Rather, the writers of the tests her students took were nefarious in their work, and the test creators intended to use the tests to discriminate against her students (see Carter & Goodwin, 1994; Mercer, 1979; and Smith, 2003; for a similar viewpoint of standardized tests).
What all of these examples have in common is that the writers believe that because the average scores for some groups are consistently below the average scores of other groups, the test must be biased and the scores from different demographic groups therefore have different meanings across groups. The group mean differences interpretation of test bias is probably the most popular interpretation of the five discussed in the article. This interpretation is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows two normal distributions. Although the two score distributions overlap, there is a difference of roughly half a standard deviation between the average scores in these groups. Because of this mean difference, there could be detrimental consequences to disadvantaged group members if the test is used to select students for an educational or therapeutic program.

Nevertheless, this interpretation of test bias is unanimously disregarded by those with training in psychological testing. Reynolds, for example, stated, “The mean differences definition of test bias is by far [emphasis added] the most widely rejected of all definitions of bias by psychometricians who study these issues” (Reynolds 2000, p. 146). Many other testing experts agree (e.g., AERA et al., 1999; Camara, 2009; Clarizio, 1979; Flaugher, 1978; Linn & Drasgow, 1987; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009).

Some advocates for diverse populations may be perplexed by this stance among psychometricians. If these tests consistently produce score gaps among groups, how could the tests not be biased? A simple thought experiment should answer this question. Instead of Figure 1 referring to two demographic groups’ score distributions on an academic test, one should imagine that it refers to two groups’ score distributions on a test of job satisfaction. The reader should then imagine that the lower distribution represents scores on a test of job satisfaction obtained from medical interns and the higher distribution should represent scores obtained from tenured college professors. A typical intern’s schedule includes 80 hr of work per week, nights on call, and very stressful working conditions, while tenured university faculty have a great deal of work flexibility, high job security, and tend to enjoy their jobs. Under these circumstances, the professors should outscore the medical interns on a test of job satisfaction. Any other results would lead a reasonable observer to strongly question the validity of the test results. The lesson from this thought experiment is that mean score gaps are not evidence of test bias because there may be other explanations of score gaps. In fact, score gaps may indicate that the test is operating exactly as it should and measures real differences among groups—as is the case with this hypothetical test of job satisfaction (Clarizio, 1979; Linn & Drasgow, 1987).

Interpretation #2: Differential Predictive Validity

Many educational tests are used to predict an outcome, such as success in an educational program. If a test score is able to predict some future outcome (called a criterion), it is said to have predictive validity. For example, the SAT and ACT are designed to predict a student’s probability of succeeding in college. Although details vary from study to study, both tests tend to be moderately strong predictors of college grades ($r \approx .40$), although the predictive power of these tests increases when combined with information about the student’s high school grades (Camara, 2009; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009; Maruyama, 2012; Zwick, 2006). College admissions test score correlations with other criteria are less consistent because other outcomes (e.g., income, career success, or whether a student will graduate with a bachelor’s degree) occur many years after a student’s score is obtained—which means many circumstances can intervene before the outcome is observed. Restriction of range of data has also been shown to reduce the strength of the correlations between test scores and outcomes (Camara, 2009; Zwick, 2006, 2007).

If mean score gaps themselves are not evidence of bias, perhaps a test could be biased if it is better at predicting outcomes for some groups and worse at predicting outcomes for other groups, a situation called differential predictive validity (Camilli, 2006). In other words, if the predictive validity of the test score varies from group to group, then it is an indication that it is not appropriate to use the test to make predictions for at least some examinees and scores may have different meanings across groups, making the test biased (AERA et al., 1999, p. 79). A few possible visual representations of differential predictive validity across groups are shown in Figure 2, a–c. Ideally, if a test has equal predictive validity for both groups, then the same regression line will apply to both groups, as demonstrated by Figure 2a. As is apparent in Figure 2a, one group scores higher than the other on average, but test scores predict outcomes for both groups equally well. In this case, no test bias would exist (Reynolds & Lowe, 2009).

However, if mean differences in scores exist between two groups, the schematic shown in Figure 2b is also possible. In the figure, there are two scatterplots. However, the two groups cannot be represented by the same regression line. Instead, there are two parallel regression lines that each separately represent the relationship between the test score and the outcome for each group. The dotted line halfway between the two main regression lines represents the regression line that would apply to both groups combined. As is apparent, the overall regression line represents the predicted outcomes for neither group very well. This would be an example of differential predictive validity (Cleary, 1968).

The difference in predictive validity shown in Figure 2b occurs somewhat frequently in academic testing, such as intelligence tests (Reschly & Sabers, 1979) and preschool assessment batteries (Reynolds, 1980). However, most testing experts are not terribly concerned when this differential predictive validity occurs because
it does not hurt disadvantaged groups. This is because if outcomes are predicted using the regression equation from both groups combined, then the predictions for disadvantaged group members will systematically be \textit{more favorable} than the predictions based on the disadvantaged group’s regression data alone (Clarizio, 1979; Crocker & Algina, 2008; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009). This can be seen in Figure 2b, which shows that for a given test score the predicted outcome for a disadvantaged examinee will always

\textbf{Figure 2.} (a) Scatterplots for the scores of two groups that share the same regression line. Notice that Group A on average obtains lower scores than members of Group B. (b) Scatterplots for the scores of two groups with different, but parallel, regression lines. The middle dashed line represents the regression line for both groups combined. Notice that Group A on average obtains lower scores, but the combined regression line predicts more favorable outcomes than would be expected from a regression line solely based on Group A’s data. (c) Scatterplots for the scores of two groups with different, nonparallel regression lines. The middle dashed line represents the regression line for both groups combined.
be higher using the regression equation for the combined groups than for the regression equation based on just the disadvantaged group’s data.

In the real world of educational testing, this is exhibited by data from the SAT. Young (2004) has shown that predictions of African American and Hispanic students’ college grades when using data from the entire body of SAT examinees are systematically higher than diverse students’ actual college grades. In other words, by using a test on which they score lower than other groups to decide who is admitted to college, African American and Hispanic students actually benefit and are admitted to college at greater rates than they would be if an admissions test were designed specifically for these diverse groups. This paradox has been long recognized by testing experts (e.g., Cleary, 1968; Cronbach, 1980).

Another reason differential prediction validity does not bother many experts is because some outcomes are influenced by a wide variety of independent variables (not just test scores), and these other variables may impact groups of examinees in different ways. For example, the SAT exhibits differential predictions for college graduation of White and Black examinees, with the latter being predicted to graduate at lower rates than White examinees, even if the students obtain the same SAT score (Zwick, 2006). This may be because of test problems, but it may also be because Black students face more barriers to graduation than White students. It has been suggested that a hostile campus environment, greater financial problems, greater anxieties about academic abilities, and other life challenges may make graduation more difficult for Black students compared with their White classmates who obtain the same score on the SAT (Zwick, 2007). Therefore, differential validity as displayed in Figure 2b—like mean score differences among groups—by itself is not evidence of test bias because it can have causes other than problems with the test.

Finally, there is some evidence that the type of differential predictive validity shown in Figure 2b is merely a statistical artifact. Traditional ordinary least squares (OLS) regression operates under the assumption that the predictor variable is measured perfectly (Young, Kane, Monfiis, Li, & Ezzo, 2013). However, this is definitely not true with test scores, which always have some error (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009) that can distort predictions made under the assumption that the predictor variable is measured correctly, then DIF is not present for that particular item. This results in a set of DIF, which occurs when an item


does not measure the same construct for members of one group. (AERA et al., 1999, pp. 77, 78)

Procedures for examining DIF are very complex and technical. Put in simple terms, they usually split examinees into groups based on their total test score. Then for each item, the probability that members of each group of interest (e.g., racial groups, gender groups, cultural groups, socioeconomic groups) will correctly answer an item correct is calculated. If the null hypothesis that the two groups have an equal probability of answering the item correctly is rejected (i.e., p < .05, .01, or some other predetermined value for α), then DIF is said to be present and the test scores are biased in the AERA et al. (1999) sense of the phrase in that the scores do not have the same meaning for both groups. For example, if average-scoring low-socioeconomic status (SES) and high-SES examinees have the same probability of answering an item correctly, then DIF is not present for that particular item. This summary of DIF suffices for the purposes of this article, but readers should recognize that DIF analysis takes many forms. The reader is encouraged to examine more thorough and technical treatments of DIF, some of which do not rely on null hypothesis testing (e.g., Camilli, 2006; Crocker & Algina, 2008, chapter 16; Embretson & Reise, 2000, pp. 249–263; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009, pp. 345–351; Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990).

DIF is quite useful for helping researchers and test developers find items that do not function the same way across demographic or social groups. Past research has shown, for example, that DIF items that favor diverse students occur when the items contain content that is of interest or especially relevant to members of their demographic group—such as reading passages about the civil
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rights movement for Black students (Schmitt & Dorans, 1990; Zwick, 2007). Similarly, Hispanic students tend to find verbal analogy items that use words that have Spanish cognates (i.e., words in Spanish that are spelled similarly to English words with the same meaning) easier than White students (Zwick, 2006, 2007). For math items, basic computation items tend to favor Black students, while White students perform better on story problems (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000; Zwick, 2007).

DIF across gender groups has also been shown in certain types of items on academic tests. Zwick (2007, p. 26) explained,

>Women tend not to do as well as a matched group of men on verbal SAT items . . . about scientific topics or about stereotypically male interests, like sports or military activities . . . On the other hand, women tend to perform better than their male counterparts on questions about human relationships or questions about the arts . . .

However, these tendencies are the exception to the rule; usually it is not clear why an item displays DIF (AERA et al., 1999; Camilli, 2006; Flaugher, 1978; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009; Schmitt & Dorans, 1990; Zwick, 2007).

If an item displays DIF, then it may be eliminated from a test, revised, or be balanced with DIF that cancels out the DIF in the first item (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000; Zwick, 2006; see Hoover et al., 2003 for an example of these procedures being used on an academic achievement test). If many items are found to exhibit DIF that consistently favors one group over another, then the entire test score may systematically favor one group solely because of group membership (and not the relevant characteristic being tested, such as academic achievement). Such results would be a strong indication that the test cannot be interpreted in the same way for both groups.

How common is DIF? With the plethora of tests in the world, most of which consist of many items, it should be unsurprising that many tests have at least a few items that display DIF. However, in professionally developed tests—such as the high-stakes educational tests that are the subject of conversations about test bias—items with large DIF are not present. This is because professional test standards of practice and ethics to which test developers are bound require that items with substantial DIF be removed from tests (AERA et al., 1999). It is common, however, for items with modest DIF to be found on professional tests. For example, on Form A of the Iowa Tests of Educational Development there are 1,134 items across all grade levels. Of these, 5 (0.4%) favor females, 13 (1.1%) favor males, 3 (0.3%) favor Black students, 1 favors White students over Black students (0.1%), none favor Hispanic students, and 2 (0.2%) favor White students over Hispanic students (Forsyth et al., 2003, p. 86). As is apparent in this example, items displaying DIF on professionally created tests are usually so few and the DIF so small that the impact on total scores is negligible (Camara, 2009; Goodman & Hambleton, 2005; Reynolds, 2000; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009).

DIF procedures are probably the most common way that tests are examined for bias today. However, the procedure is not without its problems. DIF is inherently atheoretical and subjected to statistical results that incorrectly flag acceptable items as having DIF (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000). It is also fundamentally circular; in DIF procedures based on total test scores, examinees must be matched on their total score in order to examine a particular item for bias. But the total score usually includes the item being screened for DIF. Therefore, one must accept that the total test score is unbiased as a prerequisite to test individual items for bias; then, once DIF is not found in any of the items, a researcher can assert that the total test score is not biased. This circular reasoning (i.e., where the test score must be assumed to be unbiased in order to determine that items are unbiased) has been correctly criticized by researchers (e.g., Navas-Ara & Gómez-Benito, 2002).

Many DIF procedures also create problems statistically; if one item with DIF is found but the total test score used to match examinees across groups, then the advantage that a group receives from the DIF item must be balanced out by other items that favor the other group(s). This creates statistical artifacts in which items are labeled as incorrectly having DIF (Andrich & Hagquist, 2012). These are issues that the testing field is still grappling with, and fully satisfactory solutions have not yet been found. DIF procedures based on latent variable methods such as confirmatory factor analysis and item response theory are promising and have reduced the severity of these statistical and logical problems. Nevertheless, DIF has shed light on important questions about test construction and has undoubtedly made tests fairer today than they were in previous generations.

Interpretation #4: Differing Factor Structures

Test items are rarely interpreted in isolation, but rather items are combined together in order to produce a score that is subject to interpretation. In order for the interpretation or scoring of a set of items to make sense, the items must intercorrelate with one another to form a coherent group; these groups of items are assumed to be related to one another because similar responses are caused by an underlying factor, such as “verbal ability,” “agreeableness,” or “mathematics achievement.” Most tests are created with a theory concerning the number of factors and which items belong to each factor (Kaplan & Sacuzzo, 2009). This theory of the makeup of the factors is essential for interpretation because if items do not intercorrelate according to theory, then the test score(s) may not make sense and may be uninterpretable.

Factors are estimated and interpreted by researchers using a multivariate statistics method called factor analysis (Gorsuch, 2003). The results of a factor analysis show the number of factors in a set of test items and which items belong to each factor. Figure 3a shows an example of seven items (represented by the seven rectangles) that form two factors (represented by the two circles). As is apparent in the figure, one factor consists of four items and the other factor consists of three items. The double-headed arrow between the two circles shows that the two factors are correlated.

Factor analysis is relevant to the argument of test bias because it is possible that the items may form different factors for different groups (Reynolds & Lowe, 2009). This is tested through a method called a test of factorial invariance, which is a complex statistical process of testing whether the test items have the same factor structure for both groups (Meredith, 1993; Millsap & Everson, 1993; Reise, Widaman, & Pugh, 1993; Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008). If items on a test have the same factor structure for both groups, then no bias is present (Reynolds & Lowe, 2009).

However, if—as a hypothetical example—test items for one group have the factor structure in Figure 3a and the same items have the factor structure in Figure 3b in another group, then test bias. This would signify that the items from the test do not
necessarily “behave” the same way for both groups of subjects and test bias—as defined by AERA et al. (1999)—may be present because the scores from the two groups would have different meanings. Differing factor structures may indicate a number of possibilities, including the following:

- The test items may be interpreted differently by the two different groups.
- The psychological construct (e.g., depression, personality, intelligence, language arts achievement) may have different structures for the two groups. The nature of the construct may vary across groups because of cultural, developmental, or other differences.
- The test may measure completely different constructs for the two groups.
- Groups may use different mental processes to respond to the items.
- Examinees in different groups use different strategies when responding to test questions.

If two different groups of examinees have different factor structures for a group of items, it is not appropriate to interpret the items in the same way for both groups and scores cannot be compared across groups (Meredith, 1993; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009), a situation that meets AERA et al.’s (1999) definition of test bias. Examples abound of tests that have differing factor structure items across demographic groups, especially for instruments created by nonpsychometricians (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Warne, 2011). For most professionally developed intelligence, academic, and aptitude tests, tests of invariance usually indicate that the factor structure is

Figure 3. (a) A 7-item test with two factors: four items load onto the first factor and three items load onto the second factor. (b) A 7-item test with all items loading on a single factor.
the same across groups (e.g., Beaujean, McGlaughlin, & Marguiles, 2009; Benson, Haluc, & Kranzler, 2010; Dolan, 2000).

Evaluations of factor structure are especially complex and require large datasets (Meredith, 1993). However, they are generally agreed to be the best methods of evaluating test bias (Borsboom, 2006). Because tests of invariance are somewhat new, there are still several aspects of them that remain unresolved. First, the results of a test of invariance are frequently not as clear and unambiguous as the hypothetical example shown in Figure 3, a and b. Rather, differences among factor structure are often a matter of degree, not of kind. It is often difficult to know what to do with a test when some parts of it operate the same across demographic groups and other parts do not (Millsap & Kwok, 2004). Also—just like DIF—it is not always clear why factor structures vary across tests or why parts of a test function differently for different groups (Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008).

Interpretation #5: Unequal Consequences of Test Use Across Groups

Others claim that a test is biased if its use disadvantages some groups in society compared with others. Such a test is said to have poor consequential validity because the consequences of using the test are socially undesirable. For example, women on average score consistently higher on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) than men, indicating higher levels of depression (Santor, Ramsay, & Zuroff, 1994). Therefore, women may be more likely to be diagnosed as depressed and be administered therapy and prescription drugs. Some may believe that the negative consequences for women of using the BDI to diagnose depression are undesirable and damaging to American society because they may foster sexism, stigma, and discrimination in individual examinees’ lives. These people say that the consequences of using the BDI are too great and that the test is biased because it has poor consequential validity. The consequential validity perspective of test bias is unique because it is a subjective judgment based on ethical and moral values, whereas the other interpretations of test bias are based on—and can be evaluated with—statistical data.

Those who make the argument that standardized tests that produce negative consequences for some segments of society are making the argument that using the tests is unfair. Because of the moral nature of fairness, the question of whether it is fair to use a standardized test—even a high-quality, professionally developed standardized test that exhibits no DIF or differential predictive validity and has the same factor structure for all examinees—cannot be settled scientifically. Rather, such judgments are best made by society through the public mechanisms that exist in democratic nations to make decisions where competing values among people lead to tensions. These mechanisms include state and federal legislatures, the ballot box, the court system, and the public meetings of elected and appointed officials in which administrative rules are created. Expert analysis of these public discussions (e.g., Buckendahl & Hunt, 2005; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009; Phelps, 2003; Phillips, 2000; Phillips & Camara, 2006; Schafer, 2000; Ward, 2000) often leads to fascinating understandings of society’s current and past values as they relate to standardized testing—especially in employment and education.

We believe that it is easy to make a very compelling case that it is unfair to use a test to gather information to determine whether a person goes to college, is diagnosed with a mental illness, gets hired for a job, graduates from high school, and so forth. However, we—along with many other testing experts (e.g., AERA et al., 1999; Camilli, 2006; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009)—strongly believe that test bias and fairness are not synonymous. Mainstream professional opinion about this topic is that test bias is a purely technical term—defined by Interpretations 2–4—concerned with actual test score interpretation (Popham, 1997), which is the crux of the AERA et al. (1999) definition of test bias that we subscribe to. Therefore, moral or ethical judgments concerning the unfairness of test use are not evidence that the test is biased, although the judgments may be used to construct persuasive arguments that a test is unfair. This important distinction leads to the widely recognized (among psychometricians) fact that an absence of test bias is a prerequisite for fairness (AERA et al., 1999; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009). However, it is possible for a test to demonstrate no statistical evidence of bias, yet still be unfair in the eyes of some members of society.

But Look at the Items! It’s Obvious That They’re Biased!

Some critics claim that many standardized tests are biased use test items themselves as the basis for their arguments against tests. These people claim that the test items ask questions about cultural information that diverse examinees cannot relate to and/or are much less likely to be exposed to. For example, in the civil rights case Larry P. v. Wilson Riles (1979) the plaintiffs’ lawyers—who were advocating for African American students in California public schools—examined the revised version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC–R) and found items that they claimed were biased against African American schoolchildren. According to Elliott (1987), one of these items was, “Who wrote Romeo and Juliet?” The lawyers argued that such cultural information was irrelevant to diverse examinees who may have had fewer opportunities than White students to learn the answer to this test question. Therefore, it was discriminatory to use the item to test students’ intelligence. In the technical language of testing, it would be said that this item would lack face validity for testing the intelligence of diverse children. Such face validity arguments are made solely on the basis of whether an item appears to examine what test creators purport it examines (Carlson & Geisinger, 2009; Gottfredson, 2009; Kane, 2006).

Such an argument about test bias is so self-evident to critics of standardized tests that merely the existence of such items is enough evidence that the tests are biased (Elliott, 1987). However, this is a problematic stance to take for multiple reasons. First, such items are somewhat rare on tests, and like the number of items displaying DIF, are not numerous enough to explain the score differences that exist among demographic groups on most standardized tests (Flaugher, 1978). Second, such arguments against standardized tests based solely on face validity judgments are “anecdote wholly unsupported by evidence” (Elliott, 1987, p. 123). Clarizio (1979), agreed stating, “Subjective, armchair analysis of bias—the primary method used by critics who charge cultural bias—is no substitute for item statistics” (p. 81; see also Mercer, 1979). We contend that critics who make arguments about test bias based on single items forget Aristotle’s maxim that, “One swallow does not a summer make” (as quoted in Johansen, 1998, p. 382).
In other words, a single incident—in this case one unfair item—is not indicative of a trend of a biased test (Carlson & Geisinger, 2009; Reschly, 1980).

Third, it is notoriously difficult to pick out items that function differently across groups through face validity judgments. In one well known attempt at trying to “eyeball” biased items, Judge John Grady in the PASE v. Hannon case examined every item on the WISC–R and Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and found seven items on the WISC–R to be biased and one item on the Stanford-Binet to exhibit bias (Bersoff, 1981). In later DIF analyses, however, it was found that none of the items that Judge Grady had identified as being biased actually exhibited DIF (Koh, Abbatiello, & McLoughlin, 1984). This demonstrates a well-known principle of psychometrics: subjective face validity judgments are prone to erroneous conclusions (Reschly, 1980) and that, “Face validity . . . does not offer evidence to support conclusions drawn from test scores” (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009, p. 136).

Although subjective judgments about bias on the basis of face validity are inadequate for identifying test bias, examinations of experts are still an important part of the process to make tests as fair as possible for all examinees. Current ethical standards for testing demand that, “Test developers should strive to identify and eliminate language, symbols, words, phrases, and content that are generally regarded as offensive by members of racial, ethnic, gender, or other groups . . .” (AERA et al., 1999, p. 82). The most typical method of eliminating such offensiveness is through a sensitivity panel, which is an independent group of trained reviewers who examine every component of a test for language that might be offensive, threatening, controversial, stereotypical, sexist, insensitive, condescending, inflammatory, or distracting to any subgroup of examinees (Camilli, 2006; Reynolds, 2000; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009). Sensitivity panels also look for language or vocabulary that would have a different meaning for any subgroup (AERA et al., 1999) and therefore change the meaning of the item for some examinees. Sensitivity panels are usually made up of experts who are often themselves members of diverse racial, ethnic, gender, religious, or disability groups, and are carefully trained in identifying problematic language that would disadvantage an examinee.

Although not able to identify items that show DIF (Flaugher, 1978; Reynolds, 2000), sensitivity panels are an important aspect of test development that ensure that tests are as fair as possible for many groups of examinees. This is because sensitivity panels ensure that examinees are not exposed to distracting language—an important function in our opinion because we believe that every examinee has a right to be tested free from unnecessary distraction. We also think that any test that contains insensitive language is unfair, regardless of what statistical analyses may say about the items. Thankfully, the prevailing ethical standards of the testing field agree with us (AERA et al., 1999), and it is probably impossible today for a commercial testing company to sell an educational or employment test today without all components of a test being screened by a sensitivity panel (for examples of documentation of the work of sensitivity panels, please see ACT, 2007; Forsyth et al., 2003; and Hoover et al., 2003).

Benefits for Diverse Populations of Standardized Testing

Now that we have established various interpretations of the phrase text bias and discussed the strengths and weaknesses of each, we believe that it is important to discuss the benefits of standardized testing for diverse examinees because of the tendency of some advocates for diverse populations to either dismiss standardized tests as inherently biased (e.g., Ford, 2003; Richert, 2003; Smith, 2003) or as tools of powerful racial and economic groups to maintain their dominance over diverse populations (e.g., Carter & Goodwin, 1994; Mercer, 1979; Moss, 2008). We reject these positions—as do other testing experts (e.g., Gottfredson, 2009; Reynolds, 2000)—and believe that standardized tests can be quite useful in promoting the efforts of diverse populations in psychological, employment, and educational testing for two reasons: (a) standardized tests can be used as a measurement of social equality, and (b) standardized tests are less problematic than other alternatives. Each of these issues will be discussed briefly in the succeeding subsections.

Standardized Tests Can Measure Social Inequality

Many experts—including ourselves—are greatly concerned about the inequalities that exist in education and economic outcomes among different groups in society. We also believe that education can be a means of reducing inequalities among racial, gender, and other demographic groups. Standardized tests can be a yardstick to help advocates understand the degree of inequality among groups and how much progress society has made toward reducing these inequalities (Flaugher, 1978). As recognized by the authors of the current ethical standards for educational and psychological testing, “Properly designed and used, tests can and do further societal goals of fairness and equality of opportunity” (AERA et al., 1999, p. 73).

An example of the use of standardized tests as a measurement of inequality is the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), a testing program administered by the federal government. NAEP is important to educational researchers and policymakers because it is the only standardized test that produces results which permit comparisons across demographic groups and state lines (Lane et al., 2009). Moreover, federal law makes NAEP a sanctioned instrument for measuring educational progress (Koretz, 2003). Recent NAEP results displayed in Figure 4 show that since 1971 reading achievement has increased for White, Hispanic, and Black students. As encouraging as these results are, a more encouraging fact is that in that time the achievement gap between White students and the other two groups on NAEP reading assessments has dramatically narrowed (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2009). Similar results have also been found on NAEP mathematics scores since 1973 (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2009). Although progress has been made, it is clear from NAEP data that substantial score gaps in achievement still exist and that equality in achievement has not yet been obtained. This is information that would not be available without standardized tests.
Standardized Tests Are Less Problematic Than Alternatives

Some critics of standardized tests wish to replace the tests with alternatives (such as diagnostic interviews, teacher ratings, grade point averages, and portfolio assessments) that they claim would be less discriminatory against diverse examinees. The quality of these alternatives is often greatly overstated and replacing standardized tests with them would cause far more problems than they would solve (Clarizio, 1979; Flaugher, 1978; O’Boyle & McDaniel, 2009; Gottfredson, 2009; Phelps, 2003). For example, some claim that using high school grade point averages (GPAs) alone in college admissions would be fairer than SAT scores. However, research has shown that using high school GPA as a predictor for college outcomes (such as GPA) results in greater prediction errors than using SAT scores as a predictor (Mattern, Shaw, & Kobrin, 2011; Zwick, 2007). Moreover, the recent trends in grade inflation (e.g., Camara, 2009; Posselt et al., 2012) and the strong tendency for teachers to be subjective and idiosyncratic in their awarding of grades (e.g., Cizek, Fitzgerald, & Rachor, 1995) have been well documented. These problems—and others that have been explained at length elsewhere (e.g., Camara, 2009; Zwick, 2006, 2007)—are much less severe with standardized tests than with any other alternative that has yet been suggested (Camara, 2009; Clarizio, 1979; Phelps, 2003; Reynolds & Lowe, 2009). Stated quite simply, standardized tests are the most efficient, cheapest, and least biased way of assessing a large number of people. This has been true since the 1920s.

Conclusion

We now end this article the same way we began it—with an excerpt from Through the Looking-Glass:

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in rather scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less.”

“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean so many different things.” (Carroll, 1871/1917, p. 99)

Our intention in this article is not to play the role of Humpty Dumpty and arbitrarily choose what test bias does and does not mean. Instead, we hope in this article to clarify the meaning of a phrase that often receives “extra pay” because it means “a great deal” (Carroll, 1871/1917, p. 100). As defined by AERA et al., (1999), test bias exists when test scores have different meanings for different groups of examinees. As we have demonstrated, there are at least five common interpretations for the phrase test bias: (1) mean score differences between groups, (2) differential predictive validity, (3) differential item functioning, (4) differences in item factor structure, and (5) consequences of a test that disadvantage members of some demographic groups. This multitude of interpretations introduces a degree of impenetrability to conversations on the topic of test bias which we hope to clarify.

During the course of this article we have shown that some of these meanings of “test bias” are not supported: interpretation (1) is not supported by psychometricians because sometimes group scores differences are expected, while interpretation (5) is not concerned with test score meaning, so some experts do not consider it a manifestation of test bias. However, interpretations (2), (3), and (4) are potential manifestations of test bias (as defined by AERA et al., 1999) because they are possible ways that differences in score meaning can be detected statistically. We hope that we have explained the merits and drawbacks of each one and have added to the conversation about testing and will foster a more productive conversation about test use in society.

We encourage readers to use the information in this article for two purposes: first, to be more careful in their use of the phrase test bias. Although test bias does have each of the five meanings we have elucidated, haphazard use of the phrase introduces confusion. Careless or vague use of language is a sign of sloppy thinking (Woodford, 1967), which can only muddle dialogues among professionals about tests and their uses. We encourage readers to be precise with their language and to perhaps use terms like “differential predictive validity,” “differential item functioning,” “mean group differences,” and so forth, in lieu of the term “test bias.” Second, we hope that readers of this article will use the explanations we have given to use tests to advocate for diverse groups in society in a thoughtful and productive way. We believe that such advocacy efforts would be far more productive than attacking standardized tests.
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